The Exeter Centre for Ethno-Political Studies presents

21st Oct: Underground
Belgrade, World War II: The workers of an underground weapons manufacture are not told that the war is over and they keep producing. Years later, they break out of their underground ‘shelter’ - only to convince themselves that the war is still going on.

18th Nov: Rabbit-Proof Fence
Until 1970, the Australian government forcibly took many aboriginal children from their parents and brought them to boarding schools, teaching them to forget their past. The film is based on a true story of three girls who escaped from such a school in 1931 and set out to trek 1500 miles home.

9th Dec: Little Town of Bethlehem
This documentary tells the story of Sami, Yonathan, and Ahmad - three men of three different faiths living in Israel and Palestine. It explores each man’s choice of nonviolent action amidst a culture of overwhelming violence.

Each film is preceded by a short introductory talk about its historical and political context.

IAIS LT1 | 5:30pm | free entrance